GENERAL RECOMMENDATION

________________________________________ has applied for admission to Fruitland Baptist Bible Institute and has given your name as a reference. Please complete this form at your earliest convenience and return it to the Admissions Office at the above address. If there is information that you prefer to communicate personally, you may call the Admissions Officer at (828) 685-8886 or 1-800-696-2215.

1. How long have you known the applicant?

2. How well do you know the applicant?

3. Please give any information regarding the applicant's church life.

4. Please give any information regarding the applicant's family life.

5. Please give any information regarding the applicant's social and business life.

6. Does the applicant relate well to others?

7. Does the applicant work well with others?

8. What do you consider to be the applicant's significant talents or special abilities?

9. What do you consider to be the applicant's weak points?

10. Have you observed weaknesses in the applicant's moral life?

11. In your opinion, is the applicant a worthy candidate for Fruitland Baptist Bible Institute?

12. In your opinion, does this applicant exhibit the fruit of being a Christian and being called to the ministry?
13. Please check the term that best describes the personality traits of the applicant.

**Spiritual life**
- □ No interest in spiritual growth
- □ Small evidence of spiritual growth
- □ Average spirituality
- □ Shows growth and separated living
- □ Deeply spiritual
- □ Do not know

**Purposefulness**
- □ Aimless triller
- □ Vacillating in purpose
- □ Average
- □ Self-Directed
- □ Strives to realize well-formed purpose
- □ Do not know

**Initiative**
- □ Requires constant supervision
- □ Succeeds if always directed
- □ Average; occasional initiative
- □ Shows good initiative
- □ Actively creative
- □ Do not know

**Industry**
- □ Needs constant prodding
- □ Needs occasional prodding
- □ Performs assigned tasks
- □ Goes beyond what is required
- □ Seeks additional work
- □ Do not know

**Influence on others**
- □ Detrimental influence
- □ Passive, no positive influence
- □ Varying influence
- □ Consistently good influence
- □ Unusually wholesome influence
- □ Do not know

**Acceptance by others**
- □ Avoided by others
- □ Tolerated by others
- □ Liked by others
- □ Well liked by others
- □ Sought after by others
- □ Do not know

**Responsibility**
- □ Irresponsible
- □ Somewhat dependable
- □ Usually reliable
- □ Conscientiously reliable
- □ Capable of much responsibility
- □ Do not know

**Leadership**
- □ Always a follower
- □ Tries but usually fails at leadership
- □ Assumes occasional leadership
- □ Good leadership
- □ Inspiring and successful leader
- □ Do not know

**Emotional qualities**
- □ Apathetic
- □ Too emotional
- □ Usually well balanced
- □ Consistently well balanced
- □ Very stable emotionally
- □ Do not know

**Personal appearance**
- □ Unattractive and careless
- □ Careless in appearance
- □ Average appearance
- □ Attractive, neat
- □ Unusually attractive
- □ Do not know

Any further remarks concerning the applicant's spirituality, cooperativeness, tactfulness, good judgment, and honesty will be appreciated. (If space is not sufficient, please use another sheet of paper.)

__________________________________________________________________________

Signature ___________________________________________ Date ____________

Address __________________________________________ Telephone (____)____

Please return recommendation form to:

Fruitland Baptist Bible Institute
1455 Gilliam Road • Hendersonville, NC 28792